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I am going to tell you about a little plant that makes you I am going to tell you about a little plant that makes you 
cry because it contains sulfur and because it irritates your cry because it contains sulfur and because it irritates your 
eyes, but at the same time, it gives a lot of flavor to your eyes, but at the same time, it gives a lot of flavor to your 
food. It is called food. It is called Allium cepaAllium cepa, but it likes to be called onion., but it likes to be called onion.

It is white and round, forming a bulb, and it loves to live It is white and round, forming a bulb, and it loves to live 
inside the soil and has a long hair of leaves that stick out inside the soil and has a long hair of leaves that stick out 
of the soil. of the soil. 

It is so good that it helps the nervous It is so good that it helps the nervous 
system because it has vitamin B. It helps system because it has vitamin B. It helps 
form tissues and bones because of the form tissues and bones because of the 
vitamin C and calcium it provides; it also vitamin C and calcium it provides; it also 
contains folic acid so that you do not suffer contains folic acid so that you do not suffer 
from anemia.from anemia.

The onion does not like to be alone, so when it is a little The onion does not like to be alone, so when it is a little 
seed, it grows very close to many little sisters; if you seed, it grows very close to many little sisters; if you 
want, you can have many onions by placing 4 to 6 seeds want, you can have many onions by placing 4 to 6 seeds 
in a pot with soil that is not too tight and leave a space in a pot with soil that is not too tight and leave a space 
of about 5 centimeters / about 2 inches between each of about 5 centimeters / about 2 inches between each 
group of seeds.group of seeds.
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To make them grow healthy, you To make them grow healthy, you 
should water them, keeping the should water them, keeping the 
soil humid without making mud.soil humid without making mud.



When the plants are born, a small bulb is formed that is When the plants are born, a small bulb is formed that is 
constituted of fleshy leaves and a little button from which constituted of fleshy leaves and a little button from which 
the bulb and leaves grow upwards, the bulb and leaves grow upwards, 
while its roots grow downwards, but while its roots grow downwards, but 
as several seeds are growing together, as several seeds are growing together, 
several bulbs are formed, and their several bulbs are formed, and their 
roots intertwine.roots intertwine.

If you have a garden, you can If you have a garden, you can 
put the bulbs directly into the put the bulbs directly into the 
soil after you have loosened it soil after you have loosened it 
a little. Each onion should be a little. Each onion should be 
planted 10 cm from the other, planted 10 cm from the other, 
forming a row, and making forming a row, and making 
sure that the bulbs and their sure that the bulbs and their 
leaves, when growing, look like leaves, when growing, look like 
well-formed little soldiers.well-formed little soldiers.

For this reason, the little plants should For this reason, the little plants should 
be taken out gently to separate each be taken out gently to separate each 
small bulb, no matter if the roots small bulb, no matter if the roots 
get broken since they should be cut get broken since they should be cut 
until they look like they have a well-until they look like they have a well-
trimmed beard.trimmed beard.

Now, you should plant each small bulb Now, you should plant each small bulb 
in a round or long pot with a capacity in a round or long pot with a capacity 
of at least 20 cm of soil.of at least 20 cm of soil.



You must make sure that each onion and its little sisters You must make sure that each onion and its little sisters 
do not lack water, but neither should they have an excess do not lack water, but neither should they have an excess 
of it. To make sure they don’t have too much water, you of it. To make sure they don’t have too much water, you 
should dig into the soil carefully and see if there is any should dig into the soil carefully and see if there is any 
moisture below the top of the soil.moisture below the top of the soil.

If it is dry within an inch or two, If it is dry within an inch or two, 
then you should water it.then you should water it.

Don’t forget that when  it is hot, Don’t forget that when  it is hot, 
you should pay more attention you should pay more attention 
to watering and checking the to watering and checking the 
moisture in the soil than when moisture in the soil than when 
it is cloudy. it is cloudy. 

For each onion and its little sisters to grow strong and For each onion and its little sisters to grow strong and 
healthy, they must be at a temperature healthy, they must be at a temperature 
of 18 to 22 degrees Celsius for 4 or 5 of 18 to 22 degrees Celsius for 4 or 5 
months; during this time, each onion grows months; during this time, each onion grows 
the size of an orange, and its leaves begin the size of an orange, and its leaves begin 
to fold like a cane.to fold like a cane.

Sometimes, the onion sisters like to be Sometimes, the onion sisters like to be 
pulled out of the soil when they are smaller, pulled out of the soil when they are smaller, 
which can be three months after planting which can be three months after planting 
them; and when they are that size, they them; and when they are that size, they 
are sweeter.are sweeter.

But small or big, the onion and its little But small or big, the onion and its little 
sisters are going to be happy when you plant and harvest sisters are going to be happy when you plant and harvest 
them.  them.  
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